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To Park: To park and then walk back with your camper(s)

1. After entering the park look for the sign "CUB CAMP ->". Veer right as directed.

2. Eventually you'll approach the fork in the road pictured here. The grassy area 

immediately behind the cones and barricades (encircled by orange fence and 

yellow rope) is the gathering area where all the campers start and end the day.



To Park: To park and then walk back with your camper(s)

3. At the fork in the road, there will be a sign that says "Direct to parking ->".

4. Stay to the right, continue around the Gathering Area until you reach the parking 

areas. Stay to the right of the traffic cones as you are walking back to the Gathering 

Area.



Camper Drop-Off: If you are just dripping off Campers OR if you want to drop-off 

Campers and unload your car before you park:

1. After entering the park look for the sign "CUB CAMP ->". Veer right as directed.

2. Eventually you'll approach the fork in the road pictured here. The grassy area 

immediately behind the cones and barricades (encircled by orange fence and 

yellow rope) is the gathering area where all the campers start and end the day.



Camper Drop-Off: If you are just dripping off Campers OR if you want to drop-off 

Campers and unload your car before you park:

3. At the fork in the road there will be a sign that says "Drop off Campers <-". Note 

also the green "Group Area #1" sign off to the lest as well as the blue potties. 

Those landmarks are easier to see than the signs. Stay left at the fork in the road.



You will see the gathering area more closely, all enclosed by the yellow rope. 

Notice the tall signs spaced around the far edge of the gathering area. Those signs 

tell the campers where each den meets. The color coded signs say things like "Den 

1", "Tiger 2", "Dolphins", "Eagles" etc. So a camper in "Red 2 Den" would look for a 

red sign that says "Den 2".



As you continue to drive around the left side of the gathering area, you will start to 

see white signs with red lettering that say "DROP OFF HERE". These signs are on 

the right side of the road.



Here is a view of the

"DROP OFF HERE“

signs from a different angle.



Here is an example of the 

teenaged helpers in orange 

shirts who will be standing 

by the Drop Off points to 

help load/unload your cars 

and guide your campers 

each day!



After you have 

dropped off your 

Camper(s) continue 

on through the Park 

and you will exit out 

the Mesa Gate, you 

cannot exit through 

the Front Gate that 

you entered 

through, all traffic 

during drop-off is 

one-way.



To Pick-Up your Camper:

1. After entering the park look for the sign "CUB CAMP ->". Veer right as directed.

2. Eventually you'll approach the fork in the road pictured here. 

You can choose to go either right or left, choose the side that is closest to your 

Camper's Den Sign if you can. Form 2 lines of cars on each side of the Gathering 

Area. Park in the road, expect to be there for some time.



When Daycamp is over, Campers will be 

released to get into their car, traffic will be 

held at this point until the majority of 

Campers and Adults who need to get to their 

cars in the parking areas have cleared the 

road ahead of you.  Once traffic starts moving 

DRIVE SLOWLY!!!!  You will continue through 

the park and exit out the Mesa Gate.  All 

traffic at pick-up time is one-way, you cannot 

exit out the Front Gate that you entered 

from.
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